Training Information
Date:

28 September 2016 – 12 October 2016
(Day Break on 6 October)

Venue:

Hill top, Country Club, Tsuen Wan, Hong Kong

For more details,
please contact Ms Evy Chan via
evy@apti.com.hk or +852 2770 8701

Enquiry:
Asia Professional Training Institute
(852) 2770 8886

Fax: (852) 2770 3611

info@apti.com.hk
www.apti.com.hk
www.facebook.com/APTIfanpage

Dr. L. Michael Hall’s World Tour Training - Hong Kong Station
This training opportunity is for you if

TRAINER CERTIFICATION AS A NEURO-SEMANTIC TRAINER

 You want to develop a robust confidence in presenting and training
 You want to be able to stand up and speak persuasively in front of groups

The Ps y c hol ogy of A PG

 You want to train the cutting-edge models in Neuro-Semantics and NLP

As a Neuro-Semantic Trainer, you will be licensed to train and certify APG (Accessing Personal Genius, also

 You want to model and become the very best Trainer you can become

titled, Coaching Genius or Self-Leadership). To support this, The Psychology of APG is designed to give you

 You want to actualize your potentials as a professional communicator

background understanding for what the patterns are designed to do, how to think about the patterns and how

 You are ready to step up to the leadership challenge in Neuro-Semantics
 You want to create or expand your career as a Trainer

to use the patterns with more depth in your own understanding of psychology within the patterns. Via the
Psychology of APG you will also be more equipped as you do your presentations in NSTT.

 You want to unleash your full potentials as a trainer and leader

Benefits and Values
 Access your best states for becoming an engaging and charismatic presenter
 Learn to step in and out of your Genius Trainer State
 Learn to exquisitely use your voice, body, and space on stage
 Access and operate from the un-insultability state
 Discover how to texture your presentation state with humor, charm,
persuasiveness, etc
 Recognize and pace the learning styles (and meta-programs) in your
audience
 Learn the art of training design and sequencing
 Practice handling "difficult people" (hecklers) in a speaking or training context
 Become a part of the International Neuro-Semantic community
 Model key master trainers in Neuro-Semantics
 Receive personal attention from the developer and founder, L. Michael Hall
 Be benchmarked on your skills in order to actualize your competencies
 Receive an international certification and be commissioned to teach and
certify NLP Pract. and Master Pract., APG and other Neuro-Semantic
Trainings
 Ongoing support through coaching by master trainers
 Discover how to meta-state yourself as a presenter and trainer with all of the
resources you’ll need for creating a successful business

Pla tfo rm Sk ills Tra inin g

Bus ine s s Sk ills Tra ini n g

These five days introduce the key specific skills that
empower every effective public speaker. We have
benchmarked these skills so that you will be able to
identify where you are on the scale of competency and
what are the skills to add, or subtract, to take you to
the next level. These are the skills that make you an
engaging speaker who can command the stage and
work with an audience.

Trainers are in business, publically and privately within
various companies and corporations, so they need
business and entrepreneur skills for running a training
business, administrating it, marketing, selling, etc.
Business skills and strategies are also delivered to
empower Trainers in the ins-and-outs of the Training
business, especially in the business of NeuroSemantics.

